Tool case set XXL III electric
Discover new worlds.

NEW

The intergalactic eye catcher
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...even in your sales room.

Extensive range of tools for
electrical applications

Shock absorbers prevent
unintentional closing

Free personalization
at myWiha

Mobile workbench with measuring
and sawing aid

Trolley function for stairs
and rough terrain

Ergonomic excellence!

Extra large storage
compartment

Recommended by
German doctors
and therapists

100 pcs
Ergonomic excellence!
* Testet and recommended by the forum: Gesunder Rücken
- besser Leben e.V. and the Federal Association of
German Back Schools (BdR). More information from: AGR
e.V., Aktion Gesunder Rücken e.V., Stader Str.6, D-27432
Bremervörde, Tel. +49 4761 926 358 0, www.agr-ev.de
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Completely weightless - reach for the stars.

On steps and rough terrain, the
trolley case proves its unbeatable
superiority thanks to its large
wheels. It glides effortlessly and
weightlessly over every obstacle.
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No matter where you are, you
always have a ladder with you.
In seconds, the legs are unfolded.
The practical step enables safe
access on top of the case.
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No matter where the journey goes the workbench is with you.
Protects your health
Elevated positon for removing tools from
the case due to the extendable legs.

Protects your health
Ergonomic handle design makes work easier
and prevents occupational illnesses.

Increases your efficiency
A wide range of tools – so the right one is
always to hand when you need it.
No more folding ruler necessary!
A scale for inches and centimetres
makes it easier for you to cut
workpieces to length safely and
cleanly directly on the construction
site. The V-shape of the measuring
and sawing aid ensures a secure hold.
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Protects your health
Wiha pliers require less force and reduce pressure on
wrists. Ergonomic handle design makes work easier
and prevents occupational illnesses.

Increases your flexibility
Ample space for additional tools and
lots of storage for small parts and
machines.

Increases your work quality
Exact sawing of material at the construction
site thanks to a V-shaped incision with a
scale in the lid of the case.

Increases your safety
International award-winning VDE-insulated
tools, each individually tested at 10.000 V
AC and approved for use at 1.000 V AC.

Simplifies your work
When the legs are folded out, the case
serves as a stable and slip-proof step for
working on higher locations.

Protect your health
On stairs and rough terrain the trolley
moves comfortably and smoothly thanks to
its large wheels.
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The space miracle.

Personalize your Wiha electrician
case with your own personal sticker.
Simply register at my.wiha.com and
receive free stickers.

For the many small and large things
that you really don't want to do
without anywhere, the XXL III tool
case offers enough individually
adaptable storage space.
Holding points for magnetic work
lights are located in the lid and in
the pull-out handle.

wiha.com/xxl3
#wihaxxl3

For larger customers:
Promote your company "on a grand
scale". With an order of at least 100
cases you will receive your own
company logo on the XXL III lid.
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Shock absorbers open the case
as if by magic and prevent
unintentional closing.
The elevated position of the case
due to the extendable legs allows
a comfortable removal of the tools.
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Lots of space. Lots of tools.
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33841

31 pc. 41832

42071

04703

Sales support

41289
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03231

3,5

35446

Tool case set XXL III electric
Discover new worlds.

Tool case set XXL III electric
Discover new worlds.

5,5

35391

6,5

35392

PH1

35393

PH2

35394

Roll-ups, posters, banners

Print media

Online communication

Banner advertising

SL/PZ1 36329

SL/PZ2 36330

400
mm

42074
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Tool case set XXL III electric

450 mm

450 mm

100 pcs

665 mm

Wiha Werkzeuge GmbH
Obertalstraße 3 –7
78136 Schonach/Germany
Tel. +49 7722 959-0
www.wiha.com

690 m m

880 mm

www.wiha.com/XXL3

296 m m

Technical modifications reserved!

Welcome to the new world.

net. 13,3 kg
21,6 kg
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